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Lacy & Lovely Card – Chic Challenge CC03  
 

Stamp Sets: Lacy & Lovely  #122885 (wood)  #122887 (clear) 
 

Ink:     Midnight Muse Classic Stampin’ Pad  #126860 

  Lucky Limeade Classic Stampin’ Pad  #126984 

  Daffodil Delight Classic Stampin’ Pad  #126944 

  Raspberry Ripple Classic Stampin’ Pad  #126859 

  Raspberry Ripple Stampin’ Write Marker  #126856 
   

Card Stock: Whisper White  #100730 

  Lucky Limeade  #122926 

  Midnight Muse  #126843 
     

Accessories: 1” Circle Punch  #119868 

  1 3/8” Circle Punch  #119860 

  1” Square Punch  #124094 

  Rhinestone Basic Jewels  #119246 

  Stamp-a-ma-jig  #101049 

  Bone Folder  #102300 

  Snail Adhesive  #104332 

  Glue Dots  #103683 

  Dimensionals  #104430 

  Paper Snips  #103579  
  

Cutting Dimensions: 
 

Midnight Muse Card Stock   --- 8 ½” x 5 ½”  scored @ 4 ¼” 

       2” x 2” 

Lucky Limeade Card Stock   --- 2” x 4 ¼” 

Whisper White Card Stock   --- ¾” x 3” 

       3 ¼” x 2” 
 

Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.) 
 

1. Begin with the 3 ¼” x 2” Whisper White card stock.  Stamp the medium medallion image in 

Midnight Muse ink, leaving enough room to stamp the flower image as well.   

2. Ink the flower stamp with Daffodil Delight ink, then use the brush tip of the Raspberry Ripple 

marker to color in the center portion of the stamp.  Stamp image onto Whisper White card 

stock. 

3. Punch the flower image using the 1” Circle Punch.  Cut out the medallion image using the 

Paper Snips.  Tip: cut-out images look nicer if you leave a slight white border around the 

image. 

4. Stamp the sentiment onto the ¾” x 3” Whisper White strip in Raspberry Ripple ink.  Notch the 

right edge using the 1” Square Punch.  Rub bone folder over back side of strip to curl a little. 

5. Stamp large medallion image onto Lucky Limeade card stock in Lucky Limeade ink.  Stamp 

the same image onto 2” x 2” Midnight Muse card stock in Midnight Muse ink.   

6. Punch the center of the Midnight Muse medallion using the 1 3/8” Circle Punch. 

7. Using the Stamp-a-ma-jig to help position images, stamp the small flower image acrosse the 

card front approximately ½” from bottom edge in Midnight Muse ink. 

8. Before adding adhesive, position the Lucky Limeade layer over the stamped flowers on the 

card base, so just the lower edge of the petals is showing.  Place the Stamp-a-ma-jig mat over 

the stamped medallion image on the Lucky Limeade layer, matching edges.   Position the 

Stamp-a-ma-jig, remove the mat and Lucky Limeade card stock and stamp the large 

medallion image in Midnight Muse ink onto card front. 
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9. Adhere the Lucky Limeade card stock to the card front with SNAIL Adhesive, lining up the two 

large medallion images. 

10. Attach a glue dot on the back side of each end of the sentiment strip.  Attach to card front 

one glue dot at a time to give it a slight curve. 

11. Use SNAIL Adhesive to attach the midnight muse circle over the sentiment strip, matching the 

centers of the large medallion images.   

12. Attach the medium sized medallion to the card front with Dimensionals.  Layer the small 

Daffodil Delight flower over that with a Dimensional.  Add a Rhinestone Jewel to the center of 

the flower. 

 

     Your card is finished…Enjoy!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Order online anytime 24/7 at www.jillfranchett.stampinup.net 


